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Abstract: Generating accurate estimates of the number of vessels in fishing ports using traditional
methods (i.e., ground- and boat-based) can be challenging as observations are distorted by an
horizontal perspective. Automated inspection using drones is an emerging research alternative for
this type of investigation. However, the drone-based and ground- and boat-based survey methods
have not been quantitatively compared for small-scale and commercial fishing fleets in their ports.
The objective of this study was to determine the number of fishing vessels and detect onboard fishing
gear using three independent sources of data along 41 ports across the Brazilian coastline. Proved by
statistical significance, the drone-derived vessel counts revealed 17.9% and 26.6% more fishing vessels
than ground- and boat-based surveys, respectively. These differences were further highlighted during
the assessment of ports without a ground walkway, causing difficulty, especially for ground-based
surveys. Considerable numbers and types of onboard fishing gear were detected using the drone
survey, that could not be detected using the ground- and boat-based methods. Although the ground-
based survey was associated with a lower cost in comparison with other methods, the drone-based
survey required the least time to record fishing fleet features in study ports. Our findings demonstrate
that drone surveys can improve the detection and precision of counts for fishing vessels and fishing
gear in ports. Further, the magnitude of the discrepancies among the three methods highlights the
need for employing drone surveys as a considerable time-reducing approach, and a cost-effective
technique for fishery studies.

Keywords: fishing fleet; unreported data; sampling designs; drone studies; fishery management

1. Introduction

Many fishery systems lack reliable data, which serves as the cornerstone of effective
fishery management [1]. These systems require data not only about events on the water,
but also on fleet structure in their ports and the types of boats to be employed for different
fishing techniques. Fisheries are facing a steady increase in regulatory and market demands
for transparency and accountability [2]. Technological advances can help meet this demand
to inform and implement science-based management and markedly improve fisheries
monitoring and accountability in the coming decade [3,4]. However, the global small-scale
and commercial fishery sectors lack the political will, management and legal frameworks,
capacity, and compliance tools for certain enforcements [5]. According to an estimate by
the World Bank, this has led to over USD 80 billion loss in annual net benefits than would
be obtained if fisheries were managed in a sustainable manner [6]. Thus, improved data
collection, and the ability to enforce regulations, are important starting points to address
this imbalance.
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In recent decades, drones, or unnamed aerial vehicles (UAVs), have proven to be
effective for surveillance and inspection [7,8], especially in fishery studies [9,10]. Drones
can improve data collection in field studies by facilitating the rapid survey of areas, adding
aerial perspectives, and allowing access to sites previously considered inaccessible (e.g.,
remote, or outlying areas, high topography locations, and marine protected areas) [11], as
drones can easily travel and map long distances. Drones also offer a unique and valuable
perspective [12]. For example, the waterbird populations in fragile environments can
be mapped efficiently and faster using drones [12]. For marine research, drones have
enabled safe and cost-effective studies associated with fishery operations, for example
the monitoring and surveillance of fishing practices (i.e., submerged and/or floated gear)
(sensu 9). Drones have replaced the need for close-vessel approaches or vessels completely
(e.g., during research on whales) [13] and have enabled research from the shore (e.g., in
shark research) [14]. From the perspective of fishery studies and expected solutions, the
use of drones to assess small-scale activities, such as those restricted to estuaries and/or
remote locations with limited financial resources, can help maximize the effectiveness of
monitoring and inspection by overcoming the lack of detection without needing more
human hours [9]. Despite several challenges, such as limitations in flight time, range,
and weather-dependent flying (e.g., low wind and no rain), drones still offer multiple
opportunities to collect data on aspects of the fishing fleet, which would previously have
been impossible. For example, in harbors or rest places, the detection and quantification of
fishing vessels can be optimized using drone approaches, besides the performance of flights
at lower altitude to identify fishing gear disposed on the deck, to gain a more complete
picture of fleet characteristics [9,10].

Potential biases in data collection and the completeness of research outcomes will pri-
marily be determined by the selection of the survey methods used; this is an essential aspect
of successful project planning [15] and will depend on the advantages and disadvantages
of each method, such that these must be properly tested [16]. Although the use of drones
in fisheries research has various advantages, their use may be considered a complementary
method compared with other approaches, such as landing and harbor monitoring, and
onboard inspection [15]. On the other hand, high costs are associated with the implementa-
tion of these traditional approaches [17]. Thus, remote-sensing techniques are increasingly
being considered as cost-effective alternatives to traditional data collection [18–22]. Despite
the rapid uptake of drones by researchers, studies directly comparing the drone-derived
data of fishing fleets to paired ground- and boat-based surveys, especially for small-scale
and commercial fishery systems, are lacking.

In this study, the performance of drone surveys compared to traditional surveys (i.e.,
land-harbor and onboard views) was evaluated to assess the cost-effectiveness of drones
for the collection of fishing fleet data. The primary aim of this study was to compare
survey methods (land-based observers, boat-based observers, and drone collected images)
to count commercial and artisanal fishing vessels and categorize their gear in a variety of
ports. We hypothesized that in-field quantification and the identification of fishing vessels
and aspects of the fishing operation (i.e., number and types of fishery gear on the deck)
would be improved using drone surveys. Finally, the potential of the drone approach for
future inspection and the monitoring of fishing fleets, and management improvement,
was revealed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Brazilian coast, especially the eastern part, is among the most fishery productive
areas in the South Atlantic Ocean. Further, the extended continental shelf comprises the
largest and most biodiverse coral reef complex in the South Atlantic [23–25]. Data were
collected between 2018 and 2022 in the coastal regions of Brazil (7◦ 45′ S, 34◦ 50′ W and
22◦ 56′ S, 43◦ 47′ W), which are traditional harbors for artisanal and commercial fishing
fleets that catch different pelagic and demersal marine fishes and many crustacean species.
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A total of 41 ports were investigated (Figure 1) and grouped into the following three types:
(a) ports where the vessels are mostly docked near the shoreline; (b) ports where vessels
are anchored along estuarine channels and embayments away from the ground walkway,
and (c) ports where there is a combination of (a) and (b).
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Figure 1. Map of the Brazilian coastline showing the surveyed ports. The number of fishing vessels
recorded in each port were obtained in this study using three survey approaches (i.e., ground-, boat-
and drone-based surveys). The different colors in each port represent the surveyed states in the
Brazilian coast.

2.2. Fleet Survey Protocols

Three independent survey methods were used to estimate and characterize the fishing
fleet in each of the investigated ports. The three assessment protocols were employed on
the same day to avoid changes in fleet structure due to the departure and arrival of vessels.
Ground and boat surveys were conducted in the same area covered by the drone flight and
over the same spatial footprint, to ensure that the data was comparable. For the ground-
and boat-based approaches, an observer traveled close to the vessels either by walking the
port installations or shoreline for land-based surveys, or using a small boat for boat-based
surveys, to collect the following data: the number of vessels employed in fishing (i.e., by
identifying the presence of fishing gear on the deck), the types of gear used for the fishing
activities (e.g., gillnets, trawl net gear, long line and hook and line gear, and crab traps),
time spent, and the cost (USD) associated with the inspection. Along the whole study,
ground- and boat-based surveys were conducted by a single observer, while drone-based
surveys had a different observer. At the end of sampling, both observers also performed
post hoc examination of the aerial images recorded by the drones. Briefly, each survey
counted the number of fishing vessels present and the types of gear onboard each vessel.
For the boat-based survey, the maximum survey speed was limited by the maritime speed
zones. Recreational boats, such as sailing/motor yachts, and service vessels, were identified
in situ through specific characteristics onboard, such as sails used to race and structures to
carry cargo or passengers, respectively, and both were excluded from the analysis.
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The drone-based surveys were conducted immediately after the ground- and boat-
based surveys (Figure 2). Drone flights in all study ports were only conducted under fine
conditions (i.e., no precipitation and light to moderate wind (<15 knots)). The Phantom 4
Pro (Shenzhen DJI Sciences and Technologies Ltd., max flight time 28 min per battery), with
four-rotor drone (1.38 kg; diameter: 35 cm engine-to-engine) equipped with a polarized
filter mounted on the built-in camera, was employed as the aircraft platform. The drone
was launched and retrieved from a custom-built platform on a ground station. All flights
were conducted between 15 and 50 m above water level to minimize potential disturbance
and lasted between 10 and 25 min for the detection of the entire fishing fleet at a speed
of 5 m·s−1, with the camera orientation varying from 70◦ to 90◦. The aerial workflow to
image acquisition was based on free flights (similar to procedure made by [10]) and over
parallel transects to the shoreline for the recording of the entire fishing fleet at the harbor.
Flight plans and ground stations were selected to ensure the coverage of the entire sample
area and prevent double counting. The acquired images were used to obtain vessel counts
and type, and counts of onboard fishery gear.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the survey protocols employed on the study ports (n = 41) to count vessels
and identify fishing gear.

2.3. Data Analysis

Counts of the fishing vessels and counts of the fishery gear on the deck in each study
port were treated as dependent variables. The performance of the three methods was
analyzed using ANOVA [26] to quantify how changes in the dependent variables were
associated with the survey protocols, and by calculating the coefficient of determination
(R2) based on a regression analysis between each protocol. F = MST / MSE where F
is the ANOVA coefficient, MST is the mean sum of squares due to treatments (i.e., sur-
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vey methods) and MSE is the mean sum of squares due to error. The Shapiro–Wilk and
Watson–Wheeler tests were used to assess the presence of normally distributed data and
homogeneity in the dataset, respectively [27]. The p values from the coefficient of de-
termination (R2) were tested to assess the quality of the regression fits in relation to an
exponential distribution. These analyses were carried out using the vegan package in R
(version 3.6.2) [28].

To determine the precision and coverage rate (i.e., the proportion of vessels counts
that 95% confidence bounds for the estimates of the total number of vessels) estimates at
the study ports, the associated counts of the fishing vessels from each survey protocol were
used to obtain the coefficient of variation (CV) of sample proportion (defined as the ratio
between the standard deviation of vessels counts per survey protocol and mean from total
count [29]), and coverage rate taken from the sampling population belonging to different
survey protocols (similar to [30]). In practice, a 90% coverage is often set as the minimum
acceptable rate. Final estimates were averaged over the 1000 jackknife sampled estimates
(nonparametric bootstrapping technique) which produced an expanded total of fishing
vessel counts (i.e., estimation total). The precision was determined based on the mean
estimates, estimated total CV, and relative standard error (RSE), respectively. The RSE was
used to gauge how well the sample total aligns with the total vessel counts. In fisheries
research practices, a relative standard error of 20% is often identified as an appropriate
threshold [31].

The operational and fiscal cost and the time (minutes) taken to complete each survey
were used to develop an estimated cost per survey for all applied protocols to evaluate their
cost efficiencies (similar to [29]). For the drone-based survey, the times of the in-field and
post-collection images analysis were summed to estimate the total time spent. To compute
the cost of the ground- and boat-based surveys, the technician cost (USD 10.5/h) from the
university operating procedure was based on the current award rates. In the boat-based
surveys, the costs associated with boat supplies and rent for each surveyed port were
added as standard servicing (USD 20.0/h). For the drone-based surveys, the estimated
general logistic cost, including operator, payloads, battery recharging, post-processing,
and license/permits when necessary, was USD 35.0/h; this value may slightly vary based
on the specific flight platform and the number of flights performed [10]. The initial costs
associated with drone acquisition and in-field training were not computed, suggesting that
this type of research must be primarily conducted by experienced researchers.

3. Results
3.1. Relationship between the Number of Vessels and Presence of Fishing Gear Based on the
Ground-, Boat-, and Drone-Based Surveys

During the study, the ground-based surveys recorded 1215 vessels, the boat-based
1391 vessels and drone-based surveys recorded 1813 vessels. The number of vessels by
port varied from 9 to 143, with a total across all ports of 1813 harbored fishing vessels.
Accordingly, whilst one specific vessel in a given port could be recorded by all three survey
protocols, it was considered as a single count per survey protocol. In all, 80.5% of the
ports (n = 33) had a ground walkway that enabled the docking of vessels close to the port.
Further, 12.2% of the ports (n = 5) had vessels docked away from the ground walkway due
to anchoring along estuarine channels and/or embayments. Finally, in 7.3% of the ports
(n = 3), the vessels were randomly anchored and had also a ground walkway (Figure 3).
The mean number of vessels detected during the surveys was significantly greater for drone
surveys than ground and boat surveys (ANOVA; p < 0.002; Figure 4a). This difference was
even greater when ground surveys performed in rest areas lacking a port structure were
separated from those performed in areas with a ground walkway (ANOVA; p < 0.0001;
Figure 4a–light and dark green circles).

A significant difference was found with regards to counts of onboard fishing gear
detected on vessel decks (ANOVA; p < 0.001), with drone surveys recording the highest
counts (Figure 4b). A significant relationship existed among the number of vessels and
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detected fishing gear identified by all protocol surveys, with drone surveys gradually
increasing the likelihood of recording fishing vessels and gear (Figure 5). For vessel
detection, drone surveys estimated the range of variation from an exponential relationship
higher than that found using ground- and boat-based surveys (Figure 5A,B (A (p = 0.001)
and B (p = 0.001))), as also revealed by the detection of onboard fishing gear (Figure 5D,E
(D (p = 0.002) and E (p = 0.003))). This means that a sample from drone survey yielded
higher number of vessels and fishing gear in comparison with ground and boat protocols.
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Figure 3. Examples of common harbor configurations and vessel deployments recorded in the study
ports. (A) small fishing boats employed at the gillnet fisheries and vessels used for shrimp fisheries
docked near the shoreline, (B) vessels employed at gillnet, hook and line, and shrimp fisheries
anchored along estuarine channels and away from the ground walkway, and (C) vessels anchored
near the port and along the shoreline port area.
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green), boat (light blue tones), and drone surveys (pink tones) at the study ports. The larger widening
of the shading area in violin plots indicates greater probability of occurrence of the observed pattern.
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counts (A–C) and onboard fishing gear (D–F) counts using drone-, ground-, and boat-based survey
data. The silhouettes above the panels represent vessel and gears counts, respectively.
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The confidence bounds around the predicted estimates of vessel counts considerably
narrowed from 0.3 sampled proportion for the drone-based survey, indicating consistency
and stability in the estimates obtained (Figure 6A). For the ground- and boat-based survey
protocols, the predicted estimates of the sampled proportion was 0.6 and 0.8, respectively
(Figure 6A,B). The level of uncertainty around the estimates associated with performance
vessel counts (predicted margin of error) varied among the surveys; there was higher
precision for estimates obtained from drone-based surveys (Figure 6D) in comparison with
ground- and boat-based survey protocols, respectively (Figure 6E,F). The RSE (±standard
deviation) obtained using the survey protocols for sampling proportions from 0.3 was
below the 20% threshold for the drone-based survey, whereas those for the ground- and
boat-based surveys were below 35% and 40%, respectively (Table 1). The relationship
between the sampled proportion and RSE shows an exponential decay at the sampling
proportion, with an improved level of precision for the drone-based survey (Figure 6D).
The coverage rates for the survey protocols were within the acceptable range, regardless of
the sampling proportion. However, the drone-based survey achieved over 90% coverage
across the various sampling proportions (Table 1). At the 0.3 sampling proportion, the
drone-based survey achieved almost full coverage. Further, the differences in coverage
performance were more apparent when the drone-based survey was compared with the
human-based surveys (Table 1).
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Figure 6. Expanded total of fishing vessel counts (A) drone survey; (B) ground survey and (C) boat
survey) and the 95% predicted margin of error (D) drone survey; (E) ground survey and (F) boat
survey) as a function of the survey protocol based on a posteriori data analysis. Sample units
were randomly selected without replacement using the different survey protocols. The results were
averaged over 1000 resamples. The error bars indicate the standard error of the average of the
estimates from resamples. The horizontal dashed lines represent the true point estimates based on a
census of all counts from the observed data sets.
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Table 1. Average relative standard error (± standard deviation) and the coverage rate from the 1000
jackknife draws for the survey protocols across the sampling proportions for fishing fleets in the
study ports.

Relative Standard Error (%) Sampling Proportion
Survey Protocol 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Drone-based 28.05 ± 5.3 22.51 ± 4.7 20.14 ± 5.1 19.68 ± 4.7 17.53 ± 4.9 14.91 ± 3.3 13.95 ± 5.8 13.11 ± 2.7 12.18 ± 1.2 10.99 ± 0.8
Ground-based 45.19 ± 7.2 43.74 ± 5.1 39.44 ± 5.8 34.11 ± 5.8 32.25 ± 4.1 29.31 ± 3.8 25.83 ± 5.7 23.05 ± 3.5 22.19 ± 1.9 20.64 ± 1.1

Boat-based 48.48 ± 5.9 46.12 ± 6.1 43.58 ± 5.2 39.15 ± 4.9 38.51 ± 5.2 36.94 ± 4.4 33.13 ± 3.9 32.19 ± 4.1 29.95 ± 2.1 25.06 ± 0.9
Coverage rate (%)

Drone-based 91.1 93.5 93.9 96.5 96.9 97.1 97.5 98.2 98.5 98.9
Ground-based 80.3 80.9 81.5 82.1 82.6 82.7 84.3 85.2 85.5 86.2

Boat-based 75.7 76.4 77.5 79.9 80.2 80.6 81.4 81.9 82.2 82.9

3.2. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of the Survey Protocols

The drone-based survey required the least time to complete the survey and analyze
the images in each study port (31 ± 5 min (mean ± SD); including field flights and post-
collection image analysis) compared with the ground-based (89 ± 39 min) and boat-based
(68 ± 28 min) methods. The ground-based survey was associated with a lower cost than
the drone- and boat-based surveys. Accounting for general costs and technician wages, the
average cost of sampling each study fishing fleet using the ground-, drone-, and boat-based
surveys was USD 18.5 ± 4.7, USD 21.4 ± 2.7, and USD 55.9 ± 7.2, respectively; although
these values exclude the maintenance costs for aircraft platform.

4. Discussion

In this study, a comprehensive analysis was performed to ultimately guide the design
and resourcing of sampling for fishing fleet surveys in harbors. Vessel counts and fishing
gear detection obtained using drone-based surveys were found to significantly differ
from those obtained using ground- and boat-based surveys. This result supports the
hypothesis that drone-based surveys identify more vessels and elements related to fishing
practices than traditional methods. Although the general fishing sector poses significant
livelihood source, it also contributes with a considerable amount of catch that adds to the
biomass extracted from the ecosystems [32]. Besides, its magnitude is rarely accurately
assessed since the size of the fishing fleet, which may be understood as a measure of fishery
capacity, has been incompletely recorded or omitted from official catch statistics on a global
scale [33,34]. The same situation is true for Brazilian coastal waters, in which small-scale
and commercial fisheries are likely undercounted, owing to a lack of monitoring system
and surveillance by the government [35,36].

Several methods have been applied to identify and estimate the fishing fleet, such
as information from fishing licenses, in situ interviews, and onboard observations [9,37];
however, these methods can be inaccurate, time consuming, and expensive [34]. There-
fore, alternative methods, such as the use of drone surveys, are considered reliable and
could be employed as efficient, complementary or even primary methods, as previously
revealed [9,10]. The results of the present study demonstrate how the detectability and
precision of the estimates of the number of fishing vessels are influenced by different survey
methods. Herein, a higher number of fishing vessels (1813) was recorded using the drone
surveys than the traditional ground- and boat-based surveys (1215 and 1391, respectively).
Further, based on direct comparisons (see Figure 4) and regression analyses (see Figure 5),
an improved quantification of onboard fishing gear was obtained with the drone surveys
(Figure 7). Ports in which vessels are docked away from the ground walkway prevent
the successful performance of the ground-based survey; these differences were further
pronounced, especially the detection of fishing gear (Figure 7A). Adapting automated
procedures is critical for incorporating drone data into long-term monitoring programs, as
this will reduce potential bias due to visual interpretation and provide comparable data
over time.
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Research on fishery fleets yields information on the possible effort and can be used
to identify potential fishing pressure on stocks, especially in small-scale coastal fisheries,
which is stronger in the study area [23,24]. Quantifying the number of fishing vessels is
important to achieve sustainable fisheries management as fishing can substantially impact
certain coastal resources [36,38]. Based on the present study, a substantial amount of vessels
would be largely underestimated, when the ground- or boat-based survey is employed to
assess fishing fleet. Conversely, drone surveys reveal significantly more fleet capacity than
previously known, and as fishing is an integral part of the economy and the society of many
coastal communities, especially in Brazil [39], inaccurate fishing vessel identification and
the lack of official catch reporting [35] hinder any attempt of designing and implementing
realistic and effective management plans [40].

Owing to recent advancement and affordable platforms in drone technology [41], the
viability of this type of aerial survey for collecting fishing data and comparing methods
for precision, data correlation, time, and costs to those of traditional ground- and boat-
based methods, can be assessed. In the present study, drone surveys could collect data on
fishing vessel counts and fishing gear, and were markedly less time-consuming (including
post-collection analysis) than the traditional methods. Although ground-based surveys
are slightly less expensive owing to their initial lower costs, this difference cannot be
translated to an overall higher performance. The perspective of drone imagery can reduce
the likelihood of missing fishing vessels in the study area, or missing counts due to the
existence of many vessels side-by-side in ports, which might obscure the observer’s line
of sight (Figure 8). In addition, when ground- and boat-based estimates are employed,
especially for vessels anchored close to each other, access to their decks will depend on
the owner’s authorization, which hampers the equal detection of fishing gear relative to
that achieved with drone surveys. Drone-based counts enable the accurate performance of
these inspections and are therefore useful when studying large fishing fleets. Accordingly,
emerging technology enables the development of innovative methods [42]. Further, a
comparison of these methods to established techniques is important to identify best practice
and cost-benefit analyses when designing surveys [29]. Despite the advantages of the
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drone-based option, caution must be exercised during drone flights, especially during high
wind and rain. Thus, the use of drones for long-term fishery research projects may have
limitations different to ground- and/or boat-based surveys.
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Figure 8. Examples of the visual perspective of an observer using the (A) ground- and (B) boat-based
survey, with potential constrains regarding vessels and fishing gears detection from the observer’s
point of view.

The sampling designs considered in this study are simple to understand and easy
to implement in fishing fleets assessments. In the present study, although the boat-based
survey has produced higher absolute vessel count than the ground-based, it was identified
as the less effective protocol owing to the vessel coverage and total estimation of vessel
counts. Such findings imply that the boat-based survey was the least stable survey in the
jackknife draws performed. The boat-based surveys most often retrieved estimates with
large variability compared to the ground- and drone-based surveys, with drone-based
surveys yielding more consistent estimates and their variability decreasing in a well-defined
fashion across sampling proportion. Although the sampling units (i.e., fishing vessels) had
an equal probability of selection [43], the type of used survey is prone to yielding samples
that are representative of a smaller sampling proportion, resulting in more variability
among the sample estimates within each protocol. Based on the results obtained, the drone-
based survey is a useful sampling method for evaluating fishing fleets and would yield
sample estimates that are more precise, especially when there is no prior knowledge of the
strata level and the data possess cyclical patterns, such as fishing fleets at a harbor [34].
Of note, the survey protocol should be used with caution, especially when deciding on
the sampling moment to be used. For instance, the presence of fishing vessels in ports
is influenced by whether it is fishing season, as a function of the inherent probability of
a vessel being encountered in the port [44]. Notably, this study did not include fishing
vessels that were at sea during the performance of the surveys or vessels kept ashore in
yards and garages. However, based on empirical knowledge, previous anecdotal data, and
the total capacity of all study ports, the error for the total estimate regarding vessels at sea
should not exceed 10%.
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5. Conclusions

Drones can collect high-resolution spatial data over large and inaccessible areas at an
affordable cost, depending on the surface to be covered [45]. For example, this technique
can be deployed at a greater distance from a ground point and for the inspection of several
small fishing ports separately distributed at a harbor zone, ultimately providing a better and
cost-effective perspective on local fishing fleets to better inform appropriate management
measures. Furthermore, although not reported in this study, the drone imagery can be
used for different post-processing analyses, such as identifying the state of conservation
and dimension (i.e., size) of the vessels and fishing gear. Drone-based surveys can provide
improved datasets on fishing fleet structure and thus advance our knowledge on fishery
management, thereby improving efforts to minimize the time and costs of field researches.
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